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Synopsis
We tried to look at the allocation techniques in
plant layout from the point of view of decision making
theory. And it was made clear that Laplace, Minimax
and Hurwicz princilpe can be applied to the allocation
techniques. The techniques based on these principles
were called Laplace method, Minimax method and Hurwicz
method.
In this paper algorithms and computer programs of
these methods were described in order to solve the
layout problems effectively.
1. Introd~ction
The allocation technique plays the important roll in facility
plant layout. The basic allocation techniques determine the
allocation based on distance between locations, and volume transported
between departments. The process of the allocation of department to
location is just the decision making.
The authors attempt to look at the basic allocation techniques
from the point of view of decision making theory [1,2,3]. Though
many principles are appli~d to the allocation techniques, it is made
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clear that Laplace principle, Minimax principle, and Hurwicz
princilpe are useful for allocation techniques. The allocation
techniques based on these principles are called Laplace method,
Minimax method, and Hurwicz method[4]. They are described in the
latter.
2. Algorithm of allocation technique
2.1 Notation of allocation problem
n = number of departments
Ii = location
I = { II' 1 2 , ... , In }= set of locations
Bi = department
B 2 , ••• , B n }= set of departments
d.. distance between I. and I.
1J 1 J
where dij = d ji dii = 0.0
v .. = volume transported from B. to B.
1J 1 J
i, j
where v .. = v ..
1J J 1
1,2, ... ,n
v .. = 0.0
11
n
EV = I I d... v (.) (.)
i<j j=l 1J S 1 S J evaluated value of determined
allocation
where s(i) and s(j) are the department numbers
which are allocated to the location I. and I ..
1 J
2.2 Laplace method
Laplace method based on Laplace principle is as follows.
1. Assume that each location or each department is assigned equal
probability of allocation. That is,
i 1,2, ... ,n.
2. The allocation criterion
To-select from among possible departments or locations,
expected utility of each department and of each location are
calculated as follows.




I d .. j(n-l)j=l lJ EB.1
n
Iv .. j(n-l) , i=l,2, ... ,nj=l lJ
3. The allocation
Arrange EI. in ascending order and EB. in descending order.
1 1
EIk ( 1 ) <EI k ( 2 ) < ... <Elk ( j ) < ... <EI k (n )
EB Z(1»EB Z(2»···>EB Z(j»···>EB Z(n)
And relate EIk(j) with EBZ(j) , j=l,2, ... ,n.
From this relations allocate the department BZ(j) to the
location Ik(j). And calculate the evaluated value (EV) of
this allocation.
2.3 Minimax method
Minimax method based on Minimax. principle is as follows.
1. The allocation criterion
For any m, minimax value of location and maximin value of
department are selected from d .. and v .. as follows.lJ lJ
D(I k ( )) = min max d .. , I k ( )€ I - {Ik(l), .. ,Ik(m_l)}m i j fi lJ m
where i,j € {1,2, ... ,n} - {k(1),k(2), .. ,k(m-l)}
M(BZ(m)) = m~x ~~~ v ij , BZ(m)€ B - {BZ(l), •. ,BZ(m_l)}1 Jr1
where i,j E: {1,2, ... ,n} - {Z(1),Z(2), . . ,Z(m-l)}
2. The allocation
From D(Ik(m)) and M(BZ(m)) allocate the department BZ(m) to
the location Ik(m).
m = 1, 2, ... ,n. And calculate the evaluated value.
2.4 Hurwicz method
Hurwicz method based on Hurwicz principle is as follows.
1. The allocation criterion
First maximum and minimum value of location and department are
selected from d.. and v.. as follows.lJ lJ
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= min v ..
l~j~n 1.J
i = 1, 2, ... , n.
Second a is defined as the index of the relative optimism and
pessimism. The criterions are calculated from a, MAXI i , MINI i ,











Arrange DI. in ascending order and DB. in descending order.
1. 1.
DIk (1)<DIk (2)<···<DIk (j)<···<DIk (n)
DB Z( 1 ) >DB Z( 2 ) >... >DB Z( j ) > ..• >DB Z( n )
Relate DIk(j) with DBZ(j) , j=1,2, ... ,n.
From this relations allocate the department BZ(j) to the
location Ik(j) . And calculate the evaluated value EV(a) of
this location.
3. a is changed from 0.0 to 1.0 by 0.1. For each a, the allocation
of the evaluated value EV(a) is determined. And finally select
the allocation of minimum evaluated value EV(ao) from among
them.
3. Computer program
Laplace method, Minimax method~ and Hurwicz method are
programmed in Fortran TIT and the forms of subroutine. Subroutine




These programs are shown in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3.
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3.1 Argument list
The same arguments except SALPHA in HURWIT are used in these
subroutines.
ARGUMENT I/O TYPE SIZE DEFINITION
NDIM INPUT INTEGER 1 number of departments
NVD INPUT REAL 50 x 50 distance and volume matrix
POS INPUT nonnumerical 50 location name (A4)
DEP INPUT nonnumerical 50 department name (A4)
SDEP OUTPUT nonnumerical 50 rearranged department name
according to the allocation (A4)
EV OUTPUT REAL 1 evaluated value of the
1J,11ocation
SALPHA OUTPUT REAL 1 index of optimism in
HURWIT
3.2 Suggestion on using
3.2.1 NDIM < 40
3.2.2 Correspondence between arguments and given data.
NDIM = n
NVD(i,j)
, n : number of departments
a. . a. . v.. for i < j
~J ~J ~J
a. . d.. for i > j
~J ~J















department name to indicate
department Bi . (A4)
SDEP(i) determined allocation of
department BBm(i) to
location II .. (A4)
~
SALPHA is only used in HURWIT and is value of a in the
case of minimum EV(a) .
3.2.3
3.2.4 Subroutine MINA, MAXI and SUBl are used in LAPLAC and
I
HURWIT. MINA is used to arrange values of distance and
volume in ascending order. MAXI is used to arrange these
values in descending order. And SUBl is used to rearrange
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The data of n = 4 problem given by R.J.Reed[5] are used to check
the programs. Given data are shown in Table 4. And results are
shown in Table 5.
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1010 FORMAT(lHO.4X.33HEXPECTATION (EI) OF EACH POSITION)
WR I TE (6 .1011)
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AA (I .1)-AA(J.1)
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Program Listing of MINMAX
SUBROUTINE MINMAXCNDIM.NVD.POS.DEP.SDEP.EV)
DIMENSiON NV~C40.40).NNVDC40.40).POSC40),DEPC40) •
...SOEP(40).MPOSC40) .MDEP(40) ,MAXI (40) .MINB(40), INDEX(40)
REAL NVD.NNVD,IMAX.MAXI,IMIN.JMIN.~INB.JMAX
C MINIMAX PRINCIPLE OF LAyOUT PROBLEM
WRTTEC6.1000)
1000 FORMAT(lHl.III.10X.25H*** MINIMAX METHOD ***.1111)






C CALCULATION OF MINMAX OF POSITION
WRITEC6,100U















lJ,0 CONT I NUE
DO 1)0 IX=l.NDIM
IF(INDEX(IX).E~.O) GO TO 130

















1003 FORMAT(lH .8X,6H{~TEP ,12.1H).5X.E15.7.8X.A4)
J1 z J1+1
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C MATRIX OF VOLUME
DO 6 I-I.NOIM
INDEX CI)-I




C CALCULATION OF MINMAX OF VOlUME
WRITEC6.I004)





DO 7 1=1. NO I M
JMIN=I.0E50
DO 8 J=l.NDIM
IF(I,Em,J) GO TO 8
IFCJMIN,LE,NNVD(I.J» GO TO 8
JMIN=NNVD(I.J)
8 CONTI NUE
MI NB ( I ) =JM IN
7 CONTINUE
DO 150 Jl=l.NDIM
IFCMINB(JZ),NE.l,OE+50) GO TO 160
150 CONTINUE
DO 170 JX=l.NDIM






IFO"'IN8(M),Eli),l,oE+50) GO TO 9
IF(jMAX.GT,MINB(M» GO TO 9















C CALCULATION OF EV
NN=NDIM-l
DO 11 l=l.NN
II = I +1
DO 11 J=II.NDIM
IFCMPOS(ILlE,MPOS(J» GO TO 11
IP=MPOS(I)












4000 FORMAT<lHO. / / / .15X·. 21H+++ LAYOUT AND EV ++~)
WRITE(6.100S)


















1010 FORMAT(lHO'///.10X.5HEV - .E15.7.///)
RETURN
END
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IF(J2.GT.NDIM) GO TO 600
GO TO 500
600 DMAX(JDEP)=JMAX
DM I N (JDEP )=JM I N
JDEP=JDEP+1


















IFCKPOS.LE.NDIM) GO TO 101
WR In: (6 .1000)
1000 FORMATCHIO,4X.44HMAXIMUM(MAX» AND MINIMUM (MINI> OF DISTANCE>
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WRITE(6.1002)













2004 FORMATC1HO. 6X.8HALPHA • ,F4.1)
WR IrE (6 13000)



















IFCALPHA.LE.1.0) GO TO 103
WRITE(6.4000)
WRITE(6.4002) SALPHA
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Distance ,and volume matrix
all = 0.0 , a 22 = 0.0 , a 33 0.0 , a 44 = 0.0
a 12 v 12 55.0 a 21 d 21 42.0
a 13 135.0
a 31 d 31 14.0v 13
50.0 a 41 d 41 22.0a 14 v 14
95.0 a 32 d 32 30.0a 23 v 23
82.0 a 42 d 42 20.0a 24 v 24
130.0 a 43 d 43 10.0a 34 v 34
Location name (A4) Department name(A4)
III I 1 BB I B 1
II 2 I 2 BB 2 B 2
II 3 I 3 BB 3 B 3
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computer Output
Output of. LAPLAC
*** LAPLACE METHOD ***

































EV ~ O.1164000E 05
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5 • ~ , Output of MINMAX
*** MINIMAX METHOD ***
CALCULATION OF MINMAX PROCEDURE OF POSI TION
MIN(MAX) POSIT ION
(STEP 1) 0.2200000E 02 I 4
(STEP 2) 0,3000000E 02 I 3
(STEP 3) O,4200000E 02 I 1
(STEP 4) O.4200000E 02 I 2
CALCULATION OF MAXM1N PRBCEDURE OF DEPARTMENT
MAX(MIN) DEPARTMENT
(STEP 1) 0.9500000E 02 B :3
(STEP 2) 0,5500000E 02 B 2
(STEP 3) O,5000000E 02 B 4
(STEP 4) O.5000000E 02 B 1












EV = O,l140800E 05
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5.3, Output" of HURWIT
*** H~RWICZ METHOD ***
MAXIMUM(MAXI) AND MINIMUM (MINI) OF DISTANCE
POSITION MAXI MINI
I 1 O,4200000E 02 O,1400000E 02
I 2 O,4200000E 02 O,2000000E 02
I 3 0.3000000E 02 O,lOOOOOOE 02
I 4 O,2200000E 02 O,lOOOOOOE 02
MAXIMUM(MAXB) AND MINIMUM(MINB) OF VOLUME
DEPARTMENT MAXB MINB
B 1 0.1350000E 03 O,SOOOOOOE 02
B 2 0.9500000E 02 O,5500000E 02
B 3 o,1350000E 03 O,9S00000E 02
B 4 O,1300000E 03 O,5000000E 02












EV = 0.1185000E 05
